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1 Background 

When running trains (particularly multiple units) on a complex automatic layout, you 
usually run up against problems of – 
 

• Derailments 

• Uncoupled cars or trucks 

• Dirty track 

• Turnout failures 
 
 
Consider that, according to Murphy’s Law, these mishaps usually occur in the most 
inaccessible spots and you soon find you have a requirement to – 
 

1. Stop all running trains immediately using a nearest large button 
2. Probably need to “maneuver” the offending train into a suitable spot. 
3. When the problem has been cleared, continue running all trains from where 

they were stopped 
 
Train Controller provides a number of Commands/Facilities to provide for some of 
these requirements – 
 

• Freeze 
All trains are stopped immediately but nothing can be done to correct the 
situation. 
 

• Stop All Trains 
All trains are stopped immediately but these trains cannot be restarted 
automatically. 
 

• Lock All Blocks 
All trains will continue to the 1st Stop Marker before the (locked) block exit 
 

The system described here overcomes the above listed short comings. 
 

2 System Summary 

This emergency stop  system can only be implemented on TC V8.0 Gold. 
 
To cause an emergency stop, a global flag (E-Stop) is turned on and held on until the 
trains can safely start again. 
 
An E-Stop (ES) Flag is provided for every block (id = xx). This ESxx Flag is turned 
On in every block which contains the Head of a Moving Train. ESxx remains On until 
the E-Stop Button is released. 
 
 
 



 
 

While ESxx is On, the block exit is locked (equivalent to a red signal) and an 
attached Stop Marker causes the train to stop. When ESxx is turned off, the block 
exit is unlocked, the stop marker is turned off and the train continues on its 
Schedule. 
 
Each ESxx Flagman requires a definition of a Train Description “Train Moving” as 
follows – 
 

Min speed = 1        Max speed = 0       Trains = Rolling Stock 
 

3 Implementation 

3.1 Global Train Description 

A global train description “Train Moving” needs to be defined and extended to All 
Rolling Stock. This can be done in five steps as shown in Fig. 1 

 
 

Fig. 1  Definition of Train Description 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

3.2 Action within Each Block 

Using the Block Editor create the new internal Flagman Indicator ES84 as shown in 
Fig. 2 and 3 (Steps 1 – 6) 
 

 
Fig. 2  Action within each block 

 
The ESxx Flagman is defined as follows – 
 

• Trigger (Step 4) 
AND 
--   E-Stop ON 
--   OR 
-- -- ESxx ON 
-- -- COMBI 
-- -- -- block current 
-- -- -- Trains = “Train Moving” (Steps 4a – 4c) 
 

• Operations  
Flagman ON (Step 5) 
Lock Block Exit 
 
Flagman OFF (Step 6) 
Unlock Block Exit 
 

• Stop Marker (Both Directions if block is bi-directional) 
Distance = 2 cm + Longest Contact Spot distance of any train 
 



 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 Trigger Configuration 
 

3.3 Operation of the Arrangement 

Fig. 4 shows a survey circuit diagram showing how a number of Emergency buttons 
controlling one relay that interworks with TC so that if any button is pushed all trains 
stop. If the button is released all trains continue on their schedules. 
 
During an emergency halt a particular schedule may be terminated to allow shunting 
operations on that train. When all is ok “Restart Most Recent Schedule” may be 
executed. 
 

3.4 Trains rolling into next Block due to Inertia 

If the E-Stop is operated when a train is near the end of block it may roll through to 
the next block due to mechanical inertia ie. it runs through a “Red” Signal. If this 
happens the following takes place (see Fig. 4) – 
 

• The Taurus engine, running on a schedule which reserved block 84, hits the 
ES11 Stop marker and slows down. 

• Taurus enters block 84 due to inertia. TC thinks that Taurus speed is 0. 

• Since “Train is stopped” ES84 is not raised. 

• Taurus attempts to start off again, but as soon as its speed exceeds 1km/h 
ES84 is raised and Taurus stops. 

 
  



 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Survey Circuit Diagram 


